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The Relevancy Ring – Email Agency Buyer’s Guide 2016  
Research, Analysis, and Writing by David Daniels, Nicholas Einstein, and Peggy Reinders 
 

Foreword: About the Research 

Welcome to The Relevancy Ring, a quantifiable measurement of seven email marketing agencies. Each 

offers the ability to work with a variety of ESPs (Email Service Providers), and some even offer their own 

email sending platform. The agencies evaluated in this guide include: BrightWave, Epsilon, Inbox 

Marketer, Merkle, Trendline Interactive, WhatCounts and Zeta/Acxiom Impact. These companies serve 

mid-market (U.S. based and/or fewer than 1,000 employees) and enterprise clients (worldwide needs 

and/or 1,000 employees or more).  

We challenged the participants to develop a communications and marketing plan for a fictional online 

luxury men’s apparel brand. We provided challenges, metrics and aspirations for this brand where many 

of the KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) had plateaued, creating the need for new optimization 

strategies and tactics. The Relevancy Group evaluated these meetings, spoke with client references, 

scored a questionnaire that all agencies completed and collected anonymous satisfaction data through 

our executive survey panel. The report also details email marketers usage of agencies, as well as their  

aspirations across industries, which draws on the aforementioned executive survey of 486 marketers. 

Consult the methodology at the end of this report for more details on our exhaustive four-month 

Relevancy Ring research process. 

I am very proud of our team, as well as its approach and unique methodology. Our process includes 

collecting and analyzing nearly 400 data points per vendor. We utilize a collaborative, objective process 

as opposed to a subjective, singular, analyst-driven market evaluation. This ensures that our vendor 

evaluation process is objective and does not stem from one analyst’s singular point of view, a Relevancy 

Group method that we believe is very useful and unique when evaluating prospective partners.  

An excerpt of this research is presented in our digital magazine for marketers by marketers, The Marketer 

Quarterly. Available for free with registration online, as well as through The Marketer Quarterly app that 

is offered for free in the iTunes, Google Play, and Amazon app stores. 

I hope you find this research useful and enlightening.  

All the Best, 

 

David Daniels,  
CEO & Founder – The Relevancy Group, LLC 
President, Publisher & Founder – The Marketer Quarterly, LLC 

 

http://www.marketerquarterly.com/
http://www.marketerquarterly.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/the-marketer-quarterly/id864041522?mt=8&uo=4
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.texterity.android.TMQ
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00JQI15DS
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SECTION I – Email Agency Service Trends 
 

Section Introduction: Email Marketing Value Increases but Optimization Opportunities Remain  
Email marketing’s profitability and its ability to drive action has been widely acknowledged. Yet despite 
this success, marketers often do not embrace all of the established best practices. Why? Many marketers 
lack staff resources, know-how, access to data, insight, and have difficulty prioritizing tactics and 
strategies. In addition, many marketers fail to utilize their ESP’s features. Previous research by The 
Relevancy Group documents these challenges and the marketer’s lack of utilization of their ESP’s features 
(See ‘The Relevancy Ring – The ESP Buyer’s Guide 2016’). While some marketers are turning to agencies 
for help, many more will hire these companies in the coming 12 months. Most marketers cite industry 
expertise and always-on client support in their email marketing agency selection criteria. The need to 
harness disparate and real-time data also top marketer tactics and aspirations. These findings further 
underscore the need for outside experts that can implement the latest data-driven strategies. 
 

Email Marketing Delivers a Greater Percentage of Online Revenue than Other Means 

Email marketing’s significant return on investment (ROI) has been established for many years, and it 

continues to top other online marketing initiatives when it comes to the revenue contribution by 

marketing type. Marketing executives surveyed by The Relevancy Group found the mean email marketing 

revenue contribution to be 18 percent compared to other online marketing methods (i.e. social, display, 

etc.), in which the mean was reported to be 14 percent (Figure 1). Email marketing’s value and 

complexity continues to increase, further underscoring the need for email marketing agency expertise to 

enhance marketer capabilities.  

 
 

Figure 1: Revenue Contribution by Marketing Type - 2016  

 
Question: What percentage of your overall revenue is attributed to your email marketing initiatives? 

What percentage of your overall revenue is attributed to your online marketing (social, display, our own web-site) initiatives? 

Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=486 6/16, US Only.   
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Email Marketing Services Adoption is Healthy 

Marketer utilization of agency services is strong in 2016 and data indicates it will grow significantly over 

the next 12 months. While a heavy reliance on email production services is to be expected, the growing 

popularity of outsourcing analytical and strategy services is evidenced not only by the percentage of 

marketers currently using them but also the number of marketers intending to do so over the next 12 

months (Figure 2). Email marketing’s complexity only continues to increase as marketers aspire to 

centralize customer data, optimize mailings, and improve message relevancy. To be successful, marketers 

must utilize a mix of services, and clearly, this aspect of email marketing signals good news for those that 

champion relevance and email marketing agencies. 

 

Adoption of email marketing services is higher in the following industries: 

 Media/Publishing – These companies utilize services more than other industries, specifically 

production services (63%), strategic services (66%), analytical services (67%) and technical 

services (63%) 

 Retail/E-commerce – These firms are also larger consumers of email services, including strategic 

services (65%) and analytical services (60%) 

 Travel/Hospitality – These businesses utilize more data and optimization-oriented services that 

include strategic services (60%), deliverability services (61%) and technical integration (54%) 

 

Additionally, email marketing services have greater adoption by market vertical and size. Survey results 

consistently found that Business to Non-Profit, Business to Consumer and Enterprises (more than 1,000 

employees and market internationally) universally had higher adoption of email marketing services. 
 

 

Figure 2: Utilization of Email Marketing Services – 2016 
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Enterprise Organizations Perceive More Value in Services 
Enterprise organizations utilize email marketing services more than their mid-market peers, and also find 
more value in the services rendered (Figure 3). Analytical, strategic, acquisition and technical expertise 
top the list of the services that deliver the most value. Three of the top five most valued services related 
directly to analytics—the development of measurement and attribution models, the identification of new 
audience trends, and the analytics necessary to drive strategic services optimization. Nearly one-quarter 
of enterprise marketers place value on organizational change services, which are necessary as the worlds 
of Martech and Adtech collide. This collision is creating the rising Madtech trend of people-based 
marketing that crosses all channels and marketing modalities. This data highlights the need for outside 
expertise to bridge the knowledge gap that exists within the marketing organization. Most marketing 
organizations lack familiarity with the ever-increasing array of new marketing technology methods, such 
as machine learning and harnessing real-time data, necessitating an email marketing agency partner. 
Marketers should consider utilizing agency partners if not only to grasp what is new, but also to take 
advantage of the proven value of an email marketing agency to implement best practices, such as 
mastering methods to optimize message frequency.   
 

Figure 3: Services Perceived to Deliver the Greatest Value – 2016 

 
Question: What type of marketing services would be of the most use/value to your organization? (Select All)  
Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=486, Mid-Market n=209, Enterprise n=277 6/16, US Only. 
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Marketers Seek Always-On Access, Industry Expertise and Quality in Their Email Agency Partner 
When marketers were asked for their top considerations when selecting an email marketing agency, 24/7 

customer support, industry experience, quality track record and analytical capabilities, led the top ten 

selection criteria (Figure 4). These criteria are similar to the considerations that marketers prioritize when 

selecting an ESP, as always-on access to client support, industry experience, quality of service and 

analytics are all factors that sway vendor selection. Beyond the desire for strategic services and technical 

integration capabilities, marketers seem equally swayed with an email agency that has specific 

experience with their ESP, as well as agencies that can work with a wide variety of ESPs. This notion of 

vendor experience came up in reference interviews as several marketers noted the “safety net” they 

have with their agency should they switch ESPs or need to quickly bring on a parallel platform. It is 

important to note that The Relevancy Group used this selection criteria to weight the same attributes 

that we evaluated on the email marketing agencies assessed in this guide (see the Methodology for more 

information). 

 

When evaluating email marketing agencies, marketers should use this and the following criteria lists as a 

guide, but must prioritize their needs by benchmarking their program performance against senders in 

their industry. Solutions offered by eDataSource and Return Path provide this competitive analysis and 

can be a directional jumping off point for where a program needs to be optimized. That said, the quality 

of “the who” outweighs “the what” in the selection process. Marketers should place emphasis on the 

team’s experience, tenure and around the clock accessibility.  We recommend utilizing a consistent pitch 

brief document that challenges the prospective agency to deliver data-driven fresh ideas. 
 

Figure 4: Top 10 Most Important Considerations When Selecting an Email Marketing Agency – 2016 

 
Question: What are your considerations when selecting an email marketing agency? (Select All) 

Top 11 shown. Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=486 6/16, US Only. 
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Top Ten Email Agency Selection Criteria Differ By Organization Size and Industry 

When viewing the top 10 desired attributes by market segments and industry, we find many similarities 

but noteworthy contrasts in the prioritization of Email Marketing Agency Selection (Figure 5 and 6). 
 

Figure 5: Top 10 Agency Selection Considerations by Market Size and Industry – 2016

 
Question: What are your considerations when selecting an email marketing agency? (Select All) 

Top 10 Shown, Selected Industries and Markets. Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=486 6/16, US Only. 

 

Figure 6: Top 10 Agency Selection Considerations by Industry – 2016 

 
Question: What are your considerations when selecting an email marketing agency? (Select All) 

Top 10 Shown, Selected Industries. Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=486 6/16, US Only. 
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Data-Driven Marketers Must Assess Agency Data Integration and Management Prowess 

While data integration/technical services surface in the overall top 10 selection criteria and nearly every 

industry, the ability for the prospective agency partner to have data integration prowess cannot be 

understated. The Relevancy Group consistently finds that lack of data, poor access to existing and/or bad 

data are the top reasons why marketing programs are hindered. The majority of marketers are 

integrating at least three systems or data sources to their ESP/Email Marketing Platform (Figure 7). In 

addition to legacy data sources, one third of email marketers stated in a December 2015 Relevancy 

Group survey that they plan to utilize real-time data in 2016. The need to understand how a high volume 

of real-time data is utilized can be a critical competitive advantage. Solutions that deliver adaptive 

content and moment marketing capabilities such as Liveclicker, Movable Ink, and PowerInbox require 

real-time data integration expertise. The ability to integrate—and to do it easily and efficiently—is 

becoming a key differentiator for ESPs and agencies. Data technical services and integration is an area 

where BrightWave, Epsilon, Merkle, Trendline Interactive and Zeta/Acxiom Impact stand out, as each got 

very high satisfaction marks from their clients.  

 

Figure 7: Number of Systems/Data Sources Integrated with an Email Marketing Platform 

 

 
Question: How many systems or data sources do you integrate with your email marketing system? 

Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=486 6/16, US Only.   
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SECTION II – Email Agency Detail  

 

Section Introduction: Experience Matters 
Marketers are clearly seeking outside expertise, in part to find a partner that can help them do email 

marketing better than they could alone. This section provides a detailed review of the staff's tenure, 

platform experience, and aggregate services fees. The agency experience will provide marketers with a 

shortcut to leveraging their selected email platform. Email marketing agencies are experienced in the 

nuances of multiple ESP platforms and every vendor evaluated in this report is familiar with multiple 

ESPs. For marketers utilizing more than one email platform, or those that want the flexibility to change 

platforms as needed, the broader platform experience is a differentiated value proposition, as compared 

to those that service fewer or only the largest email platforms. Size is also a factor. The Big Three —

Epsilon, Merkle and Zeta/Acxiom Impact— offer massive worldwide scale with near unlimited staffing 

resources that assist them in turning service requests quickly in their always-on environment. 
 

Email Agencies Provide Value and Can be a More Affordable Alternative to Native ESP Services 

The Relevancy Group collected actual average services rates from ESPs in December 2015 and the same 

from email agencies in the summer of 2016.  These rates are largely comparable, but often the services 

fee from the email agencies is lower (Figure 8).  In some cases, agencies provide large variations in their 

pricing. For instance, one vendor stated strategic services can vary from $250 to $450 an hour based on 

the tenure of the individual servicing the account. This is quite common and an important rule when 

negotiating services fees: you will get the experience that you pay for. If you seek a $150 an hour person 

to provide strategic services, they will have less experience and the services deliverable may be sub-

optimal. There is room for negotiation, but overall it is best not go with the lowest cost agency option.  
 

Figure 8: ESP and Email Agency Average Hourly Services Cost, Actual Blended Rates – 2016 
 

 
Question: Question: What are your hourly rates (blended, not rate card but actual)? 

Source: The Relevancy Group Relevancy Ring Email Agency Vendor Questionnaire – 2016 (6/16) 
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Industry Tenure Varies Between Email Agency Teams 
All of the agency teams in this report are loaded with experienced talent across the various roles and 
functions. Overall, every services team player has been in the industry longer than they have at their 
current agencies. This fact is a reflection of the fluidity of talent in the email agency services marketplace. 
This influx of experience has a positive effect on the sector, as new talent brings broader experiences to 
any agency’s team.   
 

BrightWave, Epsilon, Inbox Marketer, WhatCounts and Zeta/Acxiom Impact associates have more tenure 
as these firms have been in business longer than their peers in this report, indicating they have been able 
to retain some talent. Trendline Interactive has done a great job of retaining very experienced strategic, 
creative, technical and production services team leaders and personnel.  
 

Though experience matters, so does size. The Big Three —Epsilon, Merkle and Zeta/Acxiom Impact—  
have the largest services organizations with worldwide email services headcounts that range from 390 to 
1,400 associates. Marketers should understand not only the tenure, but also the number of services 
assets and how those resources will be assigned to the account. We have interviewed US based email 
marketers that only market domestically, but prefer to work with agencies that have offshore assets so 
that late day requests can be fulfilled overnight for delivery the next morning. Such scale has its benefits. 
 

Figure 9: Agency Services Personnel Experience – 2016 

 
 

Question: How many years of experience on average do your client services personnel have with your company? How many 

years of experience on average do your client services personnel have in this industry? 

Source: The Relevancy Group Relevancy Ring Email Agency Vendor Questionnaire – 2016 (6/16) 
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Platform Experience Can be a Driver In Agency Vendor Selection. 
The aforementioned importance of specific platform experience, as well as experience with many 
platforms, is certainly a key driver in the selection of an agency partner. The Relevancy Group measured 
two areas of platform experience. The first is whether or not there is an official partnership between the 
agency team and a platform provider. Official partnership implies a level of access and cooperation with 
the platform provider that wouldn’t exist without the official partnership. In this category, BrightWave 
leads with nine official partnerships, followed by Epsilon, Merkle and Zeta/Acxiom Impact (Figure 10).  
 

The other measure The Relevancy Group interrogated was the length of experience with a particular 
platform. Zeta/Acxiom Impact have the greatest number of relationships that exceed five years in part 
because they are one of the oldest email marketing agencies in this report.    
 
Email marketing agencies were scored on the number of relationships that they had with the largest 
ESPs, an input that was used in The Relevancy Ring graphic in Section III. Based on Relevancy Group data, 
the five largest ESPs by sending size in order are: Experian Marketing Services, Salesforce Marketing 
Cloud, Zeta, Oracle Responsys and Adobe. The email agencies got a point for each vendor with which 
they had experience. BrightWave earned the top score of 5, followed by Epsilon, Zeta/Acxiom Impact, 
Merkle and Trendline Interactive. Marketers working with these agencies will benefit from their 
experience with the largest vendors, such as faster onboarding given the depth of their platform 
familiarity.     
 
While platform experience is important, the differences between platforms have decreased over the past 
several years, and usability has improved. Still real differences exist in how ESPs manage data and 
integrate to other systems, and these are the areas where experience really pays off and reduces the 
need for rework. Another significant difference between ESPs is how content is managed, including 
dynamic content and responsive design templates. In this case, agency expertise can hasten the 
production process as most of the email agencies we evaluated discussed building a master modular 
responsive template that makes it easy for content assets to be repurposed and personalized. 
 
Marketers must also understand the depth and structure of the agency/marketing platform partnership. 
For example, as it pertains to the adaptive content partners including LiveClicker, Movable Ink, and 
PowerInbox, marketers should ask if the agency is reselling those solutions or if they possess a license to 
implement the solution broadly. While the use cost is passed on to the end marketer client, the 
difference is that the licensed approach can reduce start-up/implementation fees and time that may be 
required in a reseller relationship. We found that BrightWave and Merkle tended to have partnership 
structures with email enhancement applications, i.e. data hygiene, adaptive content, and tended to build 
them into the marketing plan without steep set-up fees or protracted implementations. BrightWave has 
official partnerships with BriteVerify and Gigya, which is not depicted in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Email Marketing Agency Experience with ESP/Marketing Platforms – 2016 

 
Question: How many years of experience do you have with the following marketing technology? Do you have an official 

partnership with this vendor? 

Source: The Relevancy Group Relevancy Ring Email Agency Vendor Questionnaire – 2016 (6/16) 
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SECTION III – Evaluation of Email Marketing Agencies  

Section III Introduction: The Relevancy Ring Evaluation and The Relevancy Group Approach                                                                       

The customer’s voice is often overlooked or underutilized in the vendor selection process, which is why 
we call out the data separately, but also place significant weight on the measure. This analysis utilizes the 
same patent pending Relevancy Ring methodology that has been applied to other market segments, such 
as ESPs and emerging Madtech sectors. 

Year-Over-Year Satisfaction Plateaus, Yet the Big Three Lead in Client Satisfaction 
Email agency satisfaction scores in 2016 were similar to those of 2015, but they appear to have 
plateaued. In aggregate, year-over-year satisfaction scores were within 10 basis points of each other. The 
exception is the decline of technical services in which the aggregate satisfaction score dropped from 4.2 
in 2015 to 3.8 in 2016. This agency stress is due to the increased number of data sources/systems and 
adoption of real-time data. Those email agencies that deliver the highest levels of satisfaction for 
technical services include: BrightWave, Epsilon, Merkle, Trendline Interactive and Zeta/Acxiom Impact. 
These companies have been able to retain expert, tenured staff and quickly adapt to new data realities.  
Satisfaction was measured on a scale of 1 to 5, with five being the highest. Given that satisfaction is an 
important consideration in this analysis, the aggregated email agency satisfaction should be used in the 
vendor selection criteria. We aggregated both named reference interviews and data from The Relevancy 

Group executive panel and found that that two of  The Big Three —Merkle and Zeta/Acxiom Impact— 
had the highest satisfaction rates along with Trendline Interactive. They were followed by Epsilon, Inbox 
Marketer and BrightWave (Figure 11). This does not include multichannel satisfaction as we found it was 
not an area of focus for many agencies.  We also found that Educational resources, (i.e. whitepapers, 
webinars, events, etc.) satisfiaction scored the lowest across all participants.  
 

Figure 11: Email Marketing Agency Mean Satisfaction Scores – 2016 

 

 
Question: How satisfied are you with the following services on a scale of 1 to 5 with five being the highest? 

Source: The Relevancy Group Relevancy Ring Email Agency Vendor Named Reference Interviews n=24 8/16 

The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=486 6/16, US Only.   
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The Relevancy Ring Vendor Success Metric – The Email Marketing Agency Guide – 2016  

The Relevancy Group evaluated nearly 400 data points for each of the email marketing agency 

participants. This four-month long analysis of multiple analyst scorecards have been rolled up in the 

collected data to recognize vendors in the leader ring and the contender ring. The Y-Axis is a measure of 

client satisfaction and the email marketing agency’s platform expertise. The X-Axis is a measure of the 

agency’s capabilities, and most importantly, the scorecards of the agency presentation meetings. The X-

Axis represents the quality of the agency presentation, services capabilities, expertise in tenure and a 

measure of price, which compares individual agency costs to the mean. The bubble size represents the 

company size, based on collected data. For more information, consult the Methodology Section. Figure 

12 and the vendor descriptions provide deep insight as inputs to select an email marketing agency. 
 

 Figure 12: The Relevancy Ring – Email Marketing Agencies 2016 

 

Source: The Relevancy Group 9/16 
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BrightWave - http://www.brightwave.com/ 
Atlanta, GA-based BrightWave has been named to the Inc. 5000 fastest growing companies for 

five consecutive years.  With their blue chip client base and a long record of success in the space, 

BrightWave has earned its reputation by working on complex data-driven marketing campaigns. Tech 

agnostic, they have a large partner ecosystem but work with their four primary partners, Adobe, IBM, 

Oracle and Salesforce. BrightWave impressed us by providing research on the men’s apparel market and 

using Jack Threads as a surrogate for our fictional retailer. Their data-driven customer-centric approach 

and creative treatments were some of the best that we encountered in our analysis. The company’s use 

of personas to develop their segmentation and campaign journey plan was very thorough. Utilizing 

partners Gigya and BriteVerify to drive opt-ins, the agency provides for contact record matching and data 

hygiene which we thought was excellent. BrightWave expertly utilized adaptive real-time content to drive 

geo-personalization that also incorporated relevant social feeds into the email creative. Their approach to 

testing and device content optimization was rigorous. The agency creates custom reporting dashboards 

that can send marketers performance alerts while the campaign is in flight. BrightWave created a loyalty 

program for our mock retailer, which was not something we requested, but an aspect that was important 

to their strategy in assisting the brand to drive retention and revenue growth. Although they are email-

centric, they understand how email fits in with all channels. BrightWave is an excellent choice for data-

driven organizations that seek an agency partner with a strong strategic, creative and analytical 

capabilities.   
 

The BrightWave customers we spoke with were primarily large US brands with meaty, enterprise 
requirements that the agency has been tackling with vigor. BrightWave received especially high 
scores in the areas of account management and customer support, where clients reported “easy, 

immediate access” to resources that “resolved issues completely in a timely manner.” The agency’s 
customers were effusive about the level of partnership they feel with BrightWave and expressed deep 
loyalty and appreciation for the high level of service they receive. One long-term client remarked that 
while they were required by corporate to review the business on a regular basis, BrightWave continually 
proved themselves to be “the best of the best.” Some clients seem to want more from the agency, as 
BrightWave received some of the lowest satisfaction scores in the area of “educational resources,” which 
is an area of improvement for all agencies. 

What’s innovative for the marketer? They have a patent-pending technology that can swap out 
message content by time of day regardless of whether the message has been opened or not. 
 

Satisfaction Scores – Educational Resources 3.2, Account Management 4.0, Strategic Services 3.6, 

Campaign Execution 3.8, Technical Services 3.4, Creative 3.6, Customer Support 4.2, Analytical 

Services 3.9 
 

About The Company – With offices in Atlanta and Kansas City, BrightWave has 43 employees and is 

led by well-known email author Simms Jenkins and Spunlogic/Engauge Co-Founder Raj Choudhury.  
 

Primary and Ideal Industries – Restaurant, Retail, Financial Services, and E-commerce. 
 

 
 

http://www.brightwave.com/
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Epsilon – https://epsilon.com 

Epsilon should be high on the list of options for marketers looking for a top-level agency services 

team combined with global enterprise capabilities. The Epsilon agency approach leverages their 

vast data assets that include demographic, behavior and psychographic attributes, as well as MarketView 

which is non-cash transactional information and Conversant, anonymous online behavior data. While 

they have their own ESP platforms, half of their agency clients are on other ESP platforms including 

Salesforce and Adobe. Although our example was a men’s apparel retailer, they were the only agency to 

detail the female buyer as an influencer and gift giver which we found to be very clever. Because of their 

size, they have vast subject matter experts across industries and topics. Epsilon did an excellent job of 

detailing how real-time data could be utilized to drive improved performance and relevance. They 

utilized a team based-approach to understanding customer objectives and then demonstrated how they 

leverage testing, throughout their process.  Similar to their peers the company utilized a segmentation 

model that was then mapped to specific customer’s journey, but it was their creative demonstrations 

that made Epsilon stand out. Epsilon is a creative powerhouse. They created seven different triggered 

mailings and utilized many real-time adaptive content tools, which also exceeded our expectations. 

Epsilon also detailed many improvements to the transactional email use case, enhancements that other 

agencies missed completely. They also created new customer touch opportunities by suggesting thank 

you/product rating emails. Analytics and reporting is one area where Epsilon could improve. 
 

While many of the customers we spoke with gave Epsilon high marks in the areas of Campaign 
Execution and Multichannel Marketing, they crowned Epsilon the undisputed king of email 
creative, giving them nearly perfect scores across the board. Clients spoke about their “best in 

class” email design team and appreciated Epsilon’s intense focus on mobile marketing. At least one 
reference reported that her agency team at Epsilon “acts as if they’re personally vested in [our] success” 
and often “feel more accountability to the business metrics than people within our organization,” an 
aspect of the partnership that she highly values. Other customers had high praise for Epsilon’s account 
management, one reporting that she “sometimes needs to pinch [herself],” because the Epsilon team is 
so much better than her other agency partners. Analytical services are one area where customers didn’t 
rate Epsilon as high as some peers in the space, but customers were satisfied overall, as their high scores 
reflect. 

What’s innovative for the marketer? In partnership with Branch Metrics, Epsilon demonstrated 
how they could support deep linking between email to mobile app usage. 
 

Satisfaction Scores – Educational Resources 3.6, Account Management 3.8, Strategic Services 3.7, 

Campaign Execution 4.2, Technical Services 3.9, Creative 4.2, Customer Support 3.7, Analytical 

Services 3.7 
 

About The Company – Epsilon has 70 office locations globally with more than 1,000 employees. 

Eighty percent of clients are enterprise, 55 percent are multinational.  
 

Primary and Ideal Industries – Automotive, Retail, Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG), Financial 

Services, Telco, and Technology. 
 

https://epsilon.com/
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Inbox Marketer – https://www.inboxmarketer.com/   

Located in Canada, Inbox Marketer has been named to Profit Magazine’s Fastest 500 Growing 

companies list for seven consecutive years. Since their start in 2002, they have developed a 

successful history of building a consistent customer experience and journey across siloed organizations. 

With long-term clients that include AT&T, Scotiabank, and John Hancock, they have demonstrated the 

ability to satisfy large enterprises. They have their own ESP platform, CONNECT, but also have a strong 

partnership with Selligent (formerly Strongview). We were impressed with their hypothesis-driven 

strategy that utilized testing to prove out improvements to the provided KPIs. Inbox Marketer did very 

well in turning strategies into meaningful tactics. That said, we found their testing recommendations to 

be rather generic and obvious. They didn’t have much experience utilizing social networks as an email 

acquisition source or targeting tool. We appreciated their customer-centric approach that used data 

modeling to determine optimal journeys and message frequency rules. Inbox Marketer presented 

thoughtful techniques to improve acquisition without sacrificing quality, including ideas such as doing in-

field events where our high-value prospects congregate. They presented a subject line analyzer that 

scores the likely success of the words and phrases used based on past experience. We liked their 

commitment to client service and account management, which is evident in their ability to embed 

themselves in the client organization. Overall their presentation was very thorough as they detailed data 

hygiene improvements, adaptive content opportunities, and responsive design suggestions. Inbox 

Marketer has subject matter experts in retail, financial services, and telco. The agency is well-suited for 

organizations seeking top-notch customer support with industry expertise.  
 

Inbox Marketer customers consider the agency to be “a true extension of [their] team[s]” and give 

them especially high scores in the area of Customer Support. One reference reported that the team at 

Inbox Marketer are “true partners” who have been known to fill in, on-site for members of her own team 

during vacations, and at other times of peak need. Another client stated that the crew at Inbox Marketer “know 

my business as well as I do,” when asked about the agency’s expertise in her vertical. Their dedication to 

customers is evident in high satisfaction scores across the board, especially in the areas of support, execution, 

and analytical services. Inbox Marketer customers realize a “very high level of support” from teams “dedicated 

to our business.” Not all reference clients leverage the team at Inbox Marketer for email creative services, but 

those that do, are generally satisfied. 
 

What’s innovative for the marketer? Inbox Marketer uses a partner panel that tracks eye movement 

on laptop cameras, which they use to develop a heatmap report. This proprietary message science 

technique is employed to perfect creative and calls-to-action. 
 

Satisfaction Scores – Educational Resources 3.5, Account Management 4.1, Strategic Services 3.9, 

Campaign Execution 4.2, Technical Services 3.7, Creative 3.3, Customer Support 4.3, Analytical 

Services 4.0 
 

About The Company – Inbox Marketer has 70 employees across its three offices in in the 

Innovation Corridor of Kitchener-Waterloo, Guelph, & Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 
 

Primary and Ideal Industries – Financial Services, Retail, and Telco. 

https://www.inboxmarketer.com/
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Merkle – www.merkleinc.com  

During this research, Dentsu Aegis Network acquired a majority stake in Merkle –the largest email 

agency with extensive worldwide capabilities and tremendous experience with some of the largest 

ESPs. Year-over-year the company improved their error rate and they now boast a 12 month rolling error-free 

rate of 99.6 percent. Like many of their peers, Merkle created a persona segmentation strategy to drive 

journeys and create new message automations. They had a fantastic methodology to determine which 

automations would drive the most value. Their approach includes more than 200 columns of areas of discovery, 

and all factors are scored for effort, cost and impact. We were impressed by their attention to detail when it 

came to analytics, data modeling and attribution. The firm utilizes Tableau to visualize data and trends for their 

clients. Their campaign execution teams are dedicated by platform ensuring that the client gets a certified 

platform specialist, but their other services are aligned by industry. For our purposes, we were assigned a 

luxury retail subject matter expert that was able to detail the best approaches to optimize our KPIs. Merkle 

demonstrated their experience in leveraging email for customer targeting on social networks, as well as in 

other channels. We loved their ideas on how to stave off site abandonment, such as monitoring behavior and 

leveraging anti-gaming tech to trigger deals to site abandons. Merkle captivated us with their methodology for 

frequency, in which they investigate the incremental KPIs that are impacted for each new touch. Their 

frequency modeling is very thorough and well thought out. The agency should be in the consideration set for 

any enterprise marketer, particularly those with international needs that seek deep industry expertise that can 

transcend email.  
 

Clients adore Merkle. When it comes to customer satisfaction, Merkle outperformed most of their 

peers in the majority of the categories. The clients we spoke with, all of which are household names, 

believe their teams at Merkle are “experts in multichannel marketing.” Several rely on the firm for agency 

services that span marketing channels. Educational Resources and Technical Services are two other areas 

where Merkle outperformed peers, with customers reporting that when it comes to technology, “the team [at 

Merkle] never makes a mistake.” Many clients reported prioritizing analytics when selecting Merkle as a 

partner (and they received a nearly perfect score in that customer satisfaction area). At least one customer 

reported being “blown away” by their creative services, and another reported that as an agency partner, 

“Merkle goes above and beyond.” 
 

What’s innovative for the marketer? Merkle maintains corporate level contracts with many of the 

email innovation vendors, making them a reseller and expediting the ability to implement this tech. 
 

Satisfaction Scores – Educational Resources 3.7, Account Management 4.5, Strategic Services 4.5, 

Campaign Execution 4.2, Technical Services 4.6, Creative 3.9, Customer Support 4.6, Analytical 

Services 4.4 
 

About The Company – Merkle currently operates in 21 locations worldwide with more than 

3,400 employees, 390 of which are dedicated to email marketing services. 

 

Primary and Ideal Industries – Retail & Consumer Goods, Financial Services, Insurance, Health, 

Nonprofits, Travel, Media, Entertainment, B2B and High Tech. 

http://www.merkleinc.com/
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Trendline Interactive – http://trendlineinteractive.com/   

Trendline Interactive is a full-service email marketing agency that focuses on the Fortune 1000 

companies. The large enterprise clients they work with are email focused and consistently use 

email to drive revenue-focused marketing goals. The agency’s email strategy begins with below-the-line 

program optimization that includes technical, infrastructure and process efficiency improvements, as well 

as above-the-line optimization through testing, analysis, and innovation. They pride themselves on their 

quality, with a rolling 12 month error-free rate of 99.63 percent. Their commitment to client satisfaction 

is demonstrated by their persistent client satisfaction surveys. We were impressed by the custom 

analytics dashboard that utilizes their client’s web analytics, and all other marketing and transactional 

data. We also appreciated their KPI approach, in that they look at all operational metrics, but are not 

wedded to improving them all. Instead, Trendline is laser focused on what is advancing revenue or the 

stated business objective. Similar to their peers, they had a process to address email hygiene, as well as 

frequency management. The company is also familiar with all of email innovation tools and has a solid 

methodology to prioritize the tactics that will drive growth over the life of the account. While we hoped 

to see Trendline demonstrate their creative prowess during the presentation, they focused on, and 

impressed us with, their technical, analysis, strategy, and testing methodologies. Trendline Interactive 

has fantastic testing capabilities, including automated multivariate and Taguchi testing tools. They have a 

high profile tenured senior management team. Trendline Interactive should be in the consideration set of 

any enterprise that takes an email-first approach to marketing and driving business results. 

The Trendline Interactive clients we spoke with rely heavily on the email channel to drive a 

significant percentage of overall revenue. Each leverages Trendline for virtually all of their email 

agency services – strategy, production, creative, execution, and analytics. According to clients, Trendline 

“exceeds expectations” and delivers “terrific work in an efficient manner.” They performed especially 

well in Customer Support, Creative and Analytic Services, scoring higher than any of their peers in the 

area of analytics. Customers praised Trendline’s deep expertise in the top ESP platforms and appreciate 

their focus on “optimization, automation and attribution.” The customers we spoke with appreciated 

Trendline’s intense focus on the email channel. While these clients welcomed occasional multichannel 

recommendations, they relied on the agency’s “unmatched expertise in the email channel” on a daily 

basis. Like some peers, Trendline’s lowest satisfaction scores came in the area of Educational Resources. 

Clients learn a lot from the experts at Trendline and seem to want more. 
 

What’s innovative for the marketer? Automated Taguchi testing capabilities. 
 
 

Satisfaction Scores – Educational Resources 3.6, Account Management 4.2, Strategic Services 4.1, 

Campaign Execution 4.2, Technical Services 3.8, Creative 4.2, Customer Support 4.4, Analytical 

Services 4.4 
 

About The Company – Trendline Interactive has offices in Austin, Chicago and Portland, with 
remote employees working in CA, CT, CO, and NJ. Overall the company has 47 employees. 
  
Primary and Ideal Industries – Hospitality, Finance, CPG, Telecom and large Non-profits.  

http://trendlineinteractive.com/
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WhatCounts – http://www.whatcounts.com/  

ESP WhatCounts has been in business for 16 years and in 2014 began offering stand-alone email 

agency services. The agency is completely focused on email marketing services and will also 

develop landing pages, but they do not service marketing channels outside of email. WhatCounts begins 

by determining the value of the email subscriber using data. Like many of their peers, the company is 

focused on KPIs that impact and drive revenue. They impressed us with their knowledge of the luxury 

men’s apparel retail industry as they provided a detailed analysis of the typical buyer persona. They also 

detailed their delivery expertise and offered solutions to improve delivery rates via partners 250OK, 

Return Path, and BriteVerify. WhatCounts offered interesting reactivation strategies by utilizing clever 

subject lines. We found much of their advice to be basic, but the offering may resonate with most 

marketers considering that many do not utilize advanced tactics. The presentation was light on testing 

and analytics, although they did offer an email valuation calculation tool. While not necessarily unique, 

the agency detailed an excellent approach to building a content framework by utilizing a master modular 

design. They also offered good options for automated mailings, such as a welcome series and abandon 

triggers. WhatCounts’ offering is competitively priced and well-suited for organizations seeking block-

and-tackle email marketing tactics and services. 

 

The WhatCounts customers we spoke with were a diverse group, all with enterprise email 

agency requirements (some in highly regulated verticals). Each overwhelmingly expressed 

positive feedback when asked about their account teams. WhatCounts earned high marks, beating most 

of their peers in the area of Account Management, and also performed admirably in virtually all service 

areas. Customers reported “high attention to detail” from their WhatCounts teams, and “flexibility to 

meet the specific needs of [their] businesses.” They also appreciated cogent marketing strategy 

recommendations across “email, social and web” channels, and “dedicated” team members available 

“day and night.” Reference customers reported that WhatCounts delivered “tremendous value” for the 

price, but gave the agency lower scores in the area of Analytic Services than most of their peers received. 

What’s innovative for the marketer? A scorecard-driven approach to determine subscriber value 

that details the low, medium and high results and impact for marketing programs. 

 

Satisfaction Scores – Educational Resources 3.5, Account Management 4.2, Strategic Services 3.8, 

Campaign Execution 4.1, Technical Services 3.3, Creative 3.8, Customer Support 4.0, Analytical 

Services 3.2 
 

About The Company – WhatCounts has offices in Seattle, Atlanta, and Baltimore with 90 

employees, including 30 in services. 
 

Primary and Ideal Industries – Retail, Media Publishing, Financial, Education, and Travel. 

 

 

http://www.whatcounts.com/
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Zeta/Acxiom Impact – http://www.acxiomimpact.com/  

During the course of this research, Zeta acquired Acxiom Impact. Last year Zeta also closed the 
acquisition of eBay Enterprise Marketing’s CRM assets, which includes the massive full-service 
ESP business once known as e-Dialog. Zeta’s acquisition track record indicates it will make 

Acxiom Impact’s capabilities even stronger. Acxiom Impact is one of the oldest email agencies, and their 
tenured expertise is reflected in their high customer satisfaction scores. Acxiom Impact’s Service culture 
includes round-the-clock service and all clients get the cell phone numbers of account managers and 
senior staff. Clients always interact with an onshore person but benefits from offshore work and cost 
structure allows them to process work quickly and efficiently. With these worldwide capabilities, the 
agency boasts a 12 month rolling 99.9 percent error-free rate. They can service every digital marketing 
channel, as well as direct mail. While they have their own platform, they are platform agnostic and have 
clients that work with many different ESPs. We were very impressed with their approach to identity 
management as they stated “email cannot live in isolation,” and are very keen on delivering an 
addressable customer experience across channels. Acxiom Impact takes an agile approach, starting small, 
developing from the bottom up to deliver quick wins and a direct path to ROI, typically taking an idea to 
market within 30 to 45 days. We loved their data-driven analytical approach to a vast multi-variant 
testing methodology that prioritizes improvements to business KPIs such as revenue. We also liked their 
flexible modular template that allows for the creation of responsive design templates at scale. 
Zeta/Acxiom Impact is their third largest email agency and should be in the consideration set of any large 
enterprise with complex data and high service level requirements. 

 

The customers we spoke with were all long-term clients who have leaned heavily on the 
Zeta/Acxiom Impact agency teams. These customers use the agency for virtually everything from 
strategic services and creative to campaign execution and analytics across channels and have had 

uniformly positive experiences across the board. “Security is paramount” to many of their customers, and 
the team’s proven track record in this area is a critical reason why at least one of the references we spoke 
with had been a partner for more than 10 years. Additionally, due to rigorous QA processes, Zeta/Acxiom 
Impact’s email execution team boasts one of the highest error-free rates in the industry, which was 
reflected in some of the highest customer satisfaction scores in the area of Campaign Execution. Some 
clients wished the agency teams were “more proactive” when it came to delivering best practices and 
educational resources, but most were “very satisfied” with the value they received from the Zeta/Acxiom 
Impact teams and gave them top marks as a result. 

What’s innovative for the marketer? Real-time omnichannel customer engagement and identity 

management via partnerships with Kitewheel and LiveRamp. 
 

 

Satisfaction Scores – Educational Resources 4.3, Account Management 4.4, Strategic Services 4.0, 

Campaign Execution 4.2, Technical Services 4.3, Creative 4.1, Customer Support 4.5, Analytical 

Services 4.3 
 

About The Company – Zeta/Acxiom Impact has 19 offices in 10 different countries . They have 

1,390 employees, 990 of which are focused on email agency services. 

 
 

Primary and Ideal Industries – Financial Services, Automotive, Media, Travel, Communications, Retail, 

and Transportation. 

http://www.acxiomimpact.com/
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METHODOLOGY STATEMENT  

The Relevancy Ring: Email Agency Buyer’s Guide – 2016 Methodology 

Statement 

Inclusion in the Research: The Email Agencies that participated in this research all paid the same fee to 

be evaluated and advertise in The Marketer Quarterly digital magazine. These agencies each understood 

that this fee covered research costs, as well as ensured equal footing, regardless of their client 

relationship with The Relevancy Group (TRG). TRG and the participating companies believe that is the 

most fair and balanced approach due to such a data-driven objective analysis of the market.  The 

Relevancy Group invited over a dozen vendors to participate in the research and some declined for 

timing and budgetary restrictions. 

The Email Marketer Survey: In June 2016, TRG conducted a survey that resulted in 486 completed and 

qualified email marketing executives. We qualified respondents based on their sending volume, size of 

their customer database, familiarity of their email marketing program and other attributes such as the 

individuals’ role/title. Respondents identified their company size and market sector category.  We 

collected descriptive information about these organizations including revenue, budgets, as well as items 

including tactics, challenges and aspirations. The survey utilized skip ordering, piping, randomization and 

screener questions. Of the 486 qualified responses, 209 of these respondents self-identified as Mid-

Market (market in the US, and we have 100-999 employees) and 277 of self-identified as Enterprise 

(market across the US and/or internationally and have more than 1,000 employees). 

The Vendor Questionnaire: TRG designed a questionnaire that mimics an agency pitch brief. It detailed 

our ficitional retailers requirements and aspirations for our mock vendor agency pitch. This questionnaire 

contained about 200 questions that captured detail on the vendor’s company, strategy, products, staff 

and experience with email marketing platforms. One TRG analysts scored questionnaire responses 

against TRG’s five-point capabilities scale. These scores were used as inputs in the final Relevancy Ring 

graphic.    

Client Satisfaction Data: TRG interviewed three reference clients for each email agency.  The vendor 

provided these references. Two TRG associates, different from the TRG analyst that scored the vendor 

questionnaires, conducted the interviews. These interviews occurred over the phone and each followed 

the same reference questionnaire. We asked reference accounts to score vendors on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 

being the highest score) across several attributes to assess their satisfaction with their email agency’s 

capabilities and services. These interviews also included a general discussion about the client’s 

relationship with their vendor. Client Satisfaction data was further enriched with anonymous satisfaction 

data from the vendor’s clients that participated in the aforementioned email marketer survey. This 

survey data included the same questions and satisfaction scale that were used in the reference 

questionnaire. TRG utilized this data to inform the Y-Axis of The Relevancy Ring. More weight was placed 

on the anonymous satisfaction data than the named references provided by the email agencies. In most  
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all cases, the anonymous satisfaction data was a full point lower than the named reference accounts 

provided by the email agency vendor; underscoring that the survey data is more accurate than person to 

person interviews. 

Agency Pitch Meetings: Vendors were given 90 minutes to present a response to the agency brief that 

was provided ahead of time. Three TRG analysts scored the quality of these meetings on 22 attributes. 

Each attribute was scored on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 exceeding our requirement and expectitations. The 

22 attributes where organized into these categories 

1. Stated Objectives: We asked the agencies to assist our fictional retailer optimize 7 areas that 

included; testing, creative, KPI/metrics, automation/triggers, frequeny, personalization and 

acquisition strategies. 

2. Strategy: We evaluated the agengies on 5 areas that included; examples of how they solved 

these issues for other organizations, demonstration of a strong planning and/or 

research/hypothesis to support their recommendations, new email streams, data enrichment, 

implementation/data integration strategies. 

3. Analytics: How well did the agency identify a target audience(s), optimization strategies/tactics 

and did it provide a compelling rationale for these recommendations? 

4. Creative/Design: Did the agency provide ideas that were specific to Online Men’s Luxury 

Appareal Retailer? We evalutated the look and feel of the creative, represents is appropriate for 

a variety of devices and platforms. Did any creative idea presented have longevity that can be 

built upon in the future?  Did they make use of adaptive design widgets, i.e. location, animation, 

carousels, etc. Did they suggest how text order confirmations be updated/optimized? 

5. Everychannel: Did they demonstrate how ideas could be implemented/optimized across 

all/other channels? 

6. About The Agency: We evaluated the agenices ability to differentiate their offering, the quality of 

their presentation and the quality of their team. 

We created separation by ensuring that one of our analysts objectively ran the questionnaire scorecard, 

another two ran the reference satisfaction scorecard, and three analysts scored the pitch/briefing 

meeting scorecard. Every individual scored each attribute on a five-point scale. This approach is utilized 

to mimic the importance of prospective buyer’s perspective.  

The Relevancy Ring Graphic:  The Relevancy Ring Graphic utilizes all of the aforementioned data. This 

data was compiled by David Daniels and Nick Einstein and is based upon TRG’s repeatable Patent Pending 

Relevancy Ring Methodology.  The data was utilized in the following ways.  Providers in the Leaders Ring 

scored 70% or higher in both X-Axis and Y-Axis, Contenders scored below 70% on the X-Axis and Y-Axis. 

 X-Axis – Horizontal Axis: This section utilizes data from the vendor questionnaire and the 

scorecards of the agency presentation meetings. Data from the vendor questionnaire 

includes the tenure of the agencies staff, as well as their staff’s tenure within the 

industry. Additional questionnaire data that is also included in the X-Axis are the Email 
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Agency’s offering including: details on their Services offering, Strategic Services Analysis, 

Tools, Reporting and Analysis, Data Capabilities, and General Services Questions. The 

questionnaire data received less weight than the agency presentation meetings. The 

questionnaire data was also weighted on the survey results where we asked marketers 

about their agency selection criteria. For example, 24/7 support was given more weight 

since we found that to be the most important selection criteria to marketers. 

 Y-Axis – Vertical Axis: This section utilizes the satisfaction data from both reference calls 

and the TRG anonymous survey panel. More weight was placed on the anonymous 

satisfaction data as compared to the named references provided by the email agencies 

(see above section on satisfaction data for more detail). The email agency’s platform 

expertise (the platforms in which the production teams have experience), was also 

utilized. Agencies could earn up to 5 points, 1 for each of the largest ESPs that they had 

experience with. 

 Z-Axis – Bubble Size: This section utilizes data from the vendor questionnaire and depicts 

the email agency’s size relative to all participants. We utilized vendor-reported data 

including: revenue, number of North American agency employees, total services 

headcount, number of agency customers. For each of these data, all categories were 

averaged and each vendor answer was scored relative to the complete participant 

average.  

Reproduction and Copyright: Reproduction by any method or unauthorized circulation is strictly 

prohibited. Distribution rights are available for purchase. The Relevancy Group’s reports are intended for 

the sole use of their clients. Press see our citation policy http://www.relevancygroup.com/press. All 

opinions and projections are based on The Relevancy Group’s judgment at the time of the publication 

and are subject to change. Copyright © 2016, The Relevancy Group, LLC. 

 

About The Relevancy Group, LLC | www.relevancygroup.com | (877) 972-6886 | info@therelevancygroup.com  

The Relevancy Group was founded in January 2010 by David Daniels, who spent the previous decade as 
part of a team that built JupiterResearch into one of the leading research advisory firms before its sale to 
Forrester Research in 2008. 
 

Measuring consumer and executive behaviors, The Relevancy Group (TRG) combines original and 
thought-provoking market research with unrivaled advisory services to help buyers and sellers alike to 
compete more effectively within the broader online economy. Each Analyst has a minimum 15 years of 
experience in digital marketing and many are highly sought after public speakers. Learn more about our 
team, RelevancyGroup.com. 
 

In addition to working with some of the top brands, TRG works with the largest digital marketing vendors 
as well as early stage companies to help them generate leads and develop a market presence. TRG 
produces dozens of surveys, research reports and webinars each year and works with many industry 
associations to help educate the marketplace on the latest trends.  We also publish the digital magazine 
for marketers by marketers, The Marketer Quarterly, which is available for free with registration online, 
and through the MQ app on iTunes, Google Play, and Amazon. 
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